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ABSTRACT
The conceptual strategy lies in relative autonomy where the nature of individualism can be acknowledged by one’s features, nature, physical or mental capabilities according to which they can be manifested. The individual’s legal ability can be proposed for understanding the consequences for their served actions. In this study, disseminating the ideas and thoughts related to disability is the main goal to be served within equalized and fair standards. Interaction with disabled person gives an idea to treat them with love and affection and as an owned family member. Here, the purpose is to create an acknowledgement about dealing with the disabled person who claims to be handicapped. Contribution towards the eye deceiving character sketch can be tend to disability in human beings.
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Disability theory can be claimed only through root; it's nowhere mentioned in such a way can be suitably argued. It can be signified to be considered from the inspection of primary works such as novels, documentary and films as well as from the secondary work which includes journal articles, books, e books and many more. Mental trauma can be depicted on the grievance of the incapacitated mental conditions of human beings. Theory of disability can be constructed on the developed emancipated courses. The disability that constitutes the constructions towards the socio-political group can be analyzed by utilizing the method of disability theory according to its particular thinkers. On the basis of “race, sexual identity, class, nation and gender” that disability can be considered for everyone until it seeks claim towards preferring the materials accounts for embedment. The complication can be considered through the unpredicted approach where disabled person’s accountability can be vitally recognized through their working capability. Intersectional prediction through specific disabled theory can be attempted towards the circumstances that can serve the transformation of disabled beings. Oppressed persons then become responsible for maintenance of the impacted recorded tracks on specific disability constructions. It can be analyzed through the history that is preferred to the disabled concepts among all its multiple categories.
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The conceptual basis of disability can be served to the boundaries that cannot be settled through the accounted part of the disability. Different aspects of diversified theoretical approaches can be reflected in the theories of disability norms that can be signified as an interdisciplinary concept. The imbalance between women's and men's concerns against the rectification, repaired affirmation, and many more negative depictive associations contributes its efficiency in constructing philosophical structure for the disabled theory. It is specific to those who are specifically acknowledged and concerned about the conceptual analysis of disability. Relational contextual statements can be served as connectivity with the normal beings who can again suffer from hinder to support the disabilities or handicapped. Hence, the beginning can be structured in a specific manner where it can only link to the disabled trauma of the specific people. Fundamentally, a question can be raised for the disability theory that the specific theory can be summed or linked with only medicine or health else it can be justified as the problem that can be generated through compassion and sensitivity (Maenner 2016).

Diversified set of approaches can be attended by the disabled theory that can be specifically considered. Cultural, social and political factors can be referred through the specific phenomenon as a concerned subjective part of the basics of demonstrative disability theory on the archetype basis. ‘Definite definition’ cannot be a fixed definition for ‘disabled criteria’. Fundamentally, a question can be raised for the disability theory that the specific theory can be summed or linked with only medicine or health else it can be justified as the problem that can be generated through compassion and sensitivity (Floyd 2017).

Civil right movement has made the field of disability to be salient features required for the disabled theory as the vitally categorized antidiscrimination law. Medical subject can be analyzed through the subject matter that can be identified as the attachment that links with the disabled theory based on the human beings. Education for disabled person runs on specified programs which can be determined as SSA as a government entity in India. For disabled people, special kinds of treatment are provided which can be served as special education to special person. It can also be determined as aided education or exceptional education or SPED. By this way the students with such kind of special needs demands for special education that influences individual differences. Therefore, disability can serve its worldwide consistency towards the rate that can be directed as the physically cognitive rate (Woodmansee 2016). Enhancement of disability prevention norms, opportunities equalization and rehabilitation can be pertained through participation in nation and social development of disabled person to its fullest can be
determined by the specific program as ‘The world program for serving action or ‘WPA’ as a global strategy. The United States can be served in the case of the education system as its (IDEA) Individuals with Disabilities in Education Act in 1986. In the beginning of the 1970s, the Congress of the United States implemented different kinds of acts to be served in a legal manner. Schools along with the workforce can be protected for disabled theory in 1973 as the Rehabilitation Act.

Various models of disabilities: Social, medical, economic and political model of disabilities. But certainly three defined models of disabilities can be categorized generally. An attribution for an individual can be served through ‘medical models’. When the disability becomes the product for the environment itself it serves the attribution towards ‘social models of disability’. When the outcome is gained from the disabled theories then it can be resultant as political model which can be served as the interaction between individual and environment. Socioeconomic model can be served as the extension of economic model which can lead to social model. It can be defined as the disability for its social model to serve the identification towards its systematic obstacles determined by the derogatory attitude of specific person. History of social model of disabled theory can be determined as the history to be begun with the movement of disability rights. Disabled theory from there started to be defined as imposing disabled people to be objected in an impaired way where they are refused to be involved in the society. Thus, the disabled people become self-isolated for such kinds of reasons instead of serving their full participation in the society and they feel self-neglected and dispirit.

Full life experience can be gained from maintenance of health and wellness can be resembled to serve its vitality. Maintenance of independency can be practiced in the society by proving oneself to be mentally and physically strong. But somehow, since 25 years it is considered that disabilities act among the specific disabled people can disseminate several kinds of obstacle which affects their life style. It can be reported to the health care associations also. Reports can be categorized under poor health for the people who withstand themselves with handicapped features. Nowadays, it is normal to overcome with millions of people who are persistently and pervasively served with inequities and they should be seriously concerned regarding their mental and physical health issues.

In the second half of twentieth century it can be tentatively processed for determining the term disability. It can be utilized all across the whole world for demonstrating the standardized word as disability. Reference to its people who faces mental or physical disabilities again can be
tamed to go through with the signified trauma. It is acceptable all over globally that how people with the mental sickness suffer which can be reflected as the trauma. Twentieth century reminds us to stand up for the handicappeds who are helpless for themselves (Nembhard 2018). Disabled characters can be described as outmoded reflection for supersede. Different kinds of disabled theory can be reviewed in specific basics of terminologies like handicapped, crippled and defective. Though, ‘handicapped’ and ‘divyang’ as a term can also serve the empowerment towards its disabled features who are physically challenged or differently abled persons. Somehow, the utilization of such words can also be disseminated all over relatively connected with some kinds of strategy linked to disability theory. Therefore, in this regard using such kind of adjective can be enrolled for serving pluralized noun as the necessity of disabled person. Dehumanization can be predicted as treating such particular people with the features of disabilities. Specified group can be referred to the undifferentiated members who are well determined by their mere capabilities. Avoidance of such kind of offences can be segmented upon specified reference where the term serves its acceptability all over convenient to the disability theorem. Acceptance of impairments can be served towards proving the person’s capability that can be influenced as an attitude related to its disabled theory. Weaknesses and strengths can be altogether balanced via signifying the mental strength of human beings. Disability can serve its worldwide consistency towards the rate that can be directed as the physically cognitive rate. Learning difficulties that may be caused due to the exceeded ranges that serve the flexibility in the terms of being mild or high can be problematic towards the disabilities which can occur due to sensory nerves is called the disabled condition. Disability trauma can be considered to the person who is facing universally adopted trauma which can be termed as ‘handicapped’. Later on some kinds of decisions are made for the replacement of the word ‘handicapped’.

The conceptual basis of disability can be served to the boundaries that cannot be settled through the accounted part of the disability. Different aspects of diversified theoretical approaches can be reflected in the theories of disability norms that can be signified as an interdisciplinary concept. The imbalance between women's and men's concerns against the rectification, repaired affirmation, and many more negative depictive associations contributes its efficiency in constructing philosophical structure for the disabled theory. It is specific to those who are specifically acknowledged and concerned about the conceptual analysis of disability.

Various models of disabilities: Social, medical, economic and political model of disabilities. But certainly three defined models of disabilities can be categorized generally. An attribution for an individual can be served through ‘medical models’. When the disability becomes the
product for the environment itself it serves the attribution towards ‘social models of disability’. When the outcome is gained from the disabled theories then it can be resultant as political model which can be served as the interaction between individual and environment. Socio-economic model can be served as the extension of economic model which can lead to social model. It can be defined as the disability for its social model to serve the identification towards its systematic obstacles determined by the derogatory attitude of specific person. History of social model of disabled theory can be determined as the history to be begun with the movement of disability rights. Disabled theory from there started to be defined as imposing disabled people to be objected in an impaired way where they are refused to be involved in the society. Thus, the disabled people become self-isolated for such kinds of reasons instead of serving their full participation in the society and they feel self-neglected and dispirit.

On the literature aspect, disabled characters are always marked as evil or negative. Author states that life experiences can be analyzed through disability theory that initially can be predicted since its childhood referring to human beings. Intersectional prediction through specific disabled theory can be attempted towards the circumstances that can serve the transformation of disabled beings. Around 311 books were published for the individual disability trauma that can be referred for the disabled from 1940 -1970. One of the famous writers as Shakespeare and Richard III globally stated that since to be considered for the whole life being not that physically disabled can be able to reflect the disable character in his writings where his personality may also be emphasized as his evil side if he elaborates a character sketch of a handicapped person. Richard being a writer was represented by Shakespeare in his Shakespearean language that subtitle can be influence to be false being ‘treacherous hunchback’ where he easily clarifies while writing in his novels that it is reflected being ruthless towards the children where they easily kill some special children emotional goals to satisfy their intention towards expressing their feelings towards disabled characters on the basis of implementing of their words in writing texture (Day 2017). Classical literature in the form of books can be interpreted to teach the allegory form of models that helps in identifying people’s behavior. Writers get the idea from the perspective of individual view and knowledge that gives them the encouragement to implement something on the particular aspect. Through the novels the disabled characters get the reinforcement by promoting handicapped individuals. Therefore, the writers feel guilty for doing so (Hirvonen 2016). Some of the novels that represent disability where the victim’s trauma being reflected are mentioned below: Frances Hodgson Burnett has written- The Secret Garden.
William Faulkner has written-The Sound and the Fury.
Mark Haddon has written- The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-time.
Media which includes films advertisements and documentaries portrayed the character sketch of disability and dealing with its trauma
Disability can be framed in the perspective of public associative groups. Portraying of disability trauma can be depicted significantly in the aspects of strategy considered by the media. Media portrays the current situation of disabled people and how they are handled in this current society. Platform of media guides its observers and viewers to construct a bold structure that can be reinforced to show its negative impacts and ideologies regarding the people who are facing disability traumas. Treatment towards disabled people can be seen through the media probably. Disabled rights are also portrayed in the media being actively participating in specific kinds of social norms. Media plays a vital role in portraying tropes and stereotypes which deal with disabilities (Chen 2017). Disability superpower can be analyzed in its tropes where the media plays an important role to represent it. It reflects by stating that none but fate is responsible to snatch the ability to be normal so it is gifted with the superpower that can be described to be the uniqueness of its character. Disability tropes represented different kinds of trope such as Blind weapon master, Super Wheelchair, Blind Seer and Genius Cripple. One more trope can be referred to as the ‘Single Episode Disability’ where the character on a constant basis can reflect the television series to gain a moral lesion that can be acquired by disability and rapid recovery can also be reflected. Spike Lee directed and criticized a film with the tropes of disability can be seen as Magical Negro by which the whole society gains its ideal lessons.
In the most popular culture of media conduction stereotypes can be considered as the second half of the segment. Evil or Sinister plays an evil role where a cruel side is seen. Anti-hero can be determined to those who serve disabled characters in the films as Split and Ant Man and the Gasp. In Eternal Innocence it is represented that people who serve split personalities or serve paired personalities can be depicted as an intellectual norm that reflects its disabled criteria such as Rainman, I Am Sam, and many more. Disabled con can be recognized as the ‘disabled faker’ where the falsity of its character is reflected on the basis of his personal profit or gain (Yan 2020).
According to the survey on statistics of handicapped children and its causes, illness or mental trauma can be regarded to such kind of disabilities which can become a specific concern for a person. The specific research is related with those who are specifically acknowledged and concerned about the conceptual analysis of disability. Medical trauma can be analyzed through the subject matter related to disability that can be identified as the attachment that links with the disabled theory based on the human beings. Life experiences can be analyzed through disability theory that can be reflected in the initial stage which can be predicted since its childhood in human beings. Properties of disability theory can be composed of several ideologies that help in analyzing all over phenomena related to political, cultural, relative, historical and social observance (Wan 2020). Life experiences can be analyzed through disability theory that can be reflected in the initial stage which can be predicted since its childhood in human beings. All over the whole world, disabled characters can be signified being in the incapacitated mental states of human beings.

**Depicting disabled features in Children’s literature’s aspect**

Since the ages of 1970, the subject can be organized in the review for the literature as the disability in children. Specifically the Selective Literature here plays a vital role to compose the specific field of origination as evaluation of normative body as a disabled trauma. Analysis can be analyzed as the opted goals for disabled analysis that is reflected traditionally. It can be associated with its specific norms of disabled people. Specified aspects to serve the critical analysis on children disability can be conducted through the alliances signified for the disabled theory. Strategies according to the linked philosophical norm of children disability can be expected as the theory of postcolonial theory, critical race theory, queer theory and continental philosophy that can be recognized as the essentiality for implementing the norm of disability. ‘Heidi’ can be referred to as the classic absolute features of the children's book. ‘Clara’ as the significant character is shown in the book who spoils and insults the children by which their mental ability to work upon something serves its reduction in overall performance. Presuppositions expected for the disabled analysis can be performed on the considerable reflections. Key debates and the signature approaches can be actively responsible for the disabled theory specifically based on the children. Related to its youth and children, the disability can be considered for everyone until it seeks claim towards preferring the materialist accounts for implementing its subject (Solé 2019). Broader society can be rebuilt by the literature review that can be subjected towards the significant attitudes that can be altered.
according to the rebuilt society. ‘Juvenile literature’ approaches can be stated for the youth and the children literature that collectively can be impacted towards their mental growth and deals with the significance of their mental disability. Literature is established due to the significance of its criteria on which the children’s disability can be importantly organized. Works that represents children’s disability can be mentioned as juvenile novel ‘Tom Birdseye’ in 1993-

Just Call Me Stupid, The Blind Boy and His Pictures a juvenile fiction or Jacob Abbott Elfred 1856, Frances Hodgson Burnett- Secret Garden 1911, Betsy Byars-The Summer of the Swans by Ted Co-Conis illustrated in 1970.

Negative stereotypes can be reflected towards lives of the disabled children can be considered as follows:

An impact that can be served upon the impairment of the person being children can affect their lives. Particular kind of dependency can be seen in their lifestyles. Defectiveness can be considered for the disabled people who are unable to cope up with the normal people. An individual personality if seen acquiring disabled features then they are not acceptable in the society. Tropes attitudes were promoted towards disabled rights for the children can be mentioned below:

Serving positive attitudes can be the integral segment towards disabled children.
Disseminating awareness of ‘Disabled Rights of Commission’ in 2005 for disabled children

Special schools can be seen to be opened for the children where they can get the encouragement to think in the perspective of one-dimensional manners.

On the literature aspect, disabled characters are always marked as evil or negative. Author states that life experiences can be analyzed through disability theory that initially can be predicted since its childhood referring to human beings. Intersectional prediction through specific disabled theory can be attempted towards the circumstances that can serve the transformation of disabled beings. Around 311 books were published for the individual disability trauma that can be referred for the disabled from 1940 -1970. One of the famous writers as Shakespeare and Richard III globally stated that since to be considered for the whole life being not that physically disabled can be able to reflect the disable character in his writings where his personality may also be emphasized as his evil side if he elaborates a character sketch of a handicapped person. Richard being a writer was represented by Shakespeare in his Shakespearean language that subtitle can be influence to be false being ‘treacherous hunchback’ where he easily clarifies while writing in his novels that it is reflected being ruthless towards the children where they easily kill some special children emotional goals to
satisfy their intention towards expressing their feelings towards disabled characters on the basis of implementing of their words in writing texture (Day 2017). Classical literature in the form of books can be interpreted to teach the allegory form of models that helps in identifying people’s behavior. Writers get the idea from the perspective of individual view and knowledge that gives them the encouragement to implement something on the particular aspect. Through the novels the disabled characters get the reinforcement by promoting handicapped individuals. Therefore, the writers feel guilty for doing so (Hirvonen 2016). Some of the novels that represent disability where the victim’s trauma being reflected are mentioned below:
Frances Hodgson Burnett has written - The Secret Garden.
William Faulkner has written - The Sound and the Fury.
Mark Haddon has written - The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-time.
Media which includes films advertisements and documentaries portrayed the character sketch of disability and dealing with its trauma
Disability can be framed in the perspective of public associative groups. Portraying of disability trauma can be depicted significantly in the aspects of strategy considered by the media. Media portrays the current situation of disabled people and how they are handled in this current society. Platform of media guides its observers and viewers to construct a bold structure that can be reinforced to show its negative impacts and ideologies regarding the people who are facing disability traumas. Treatment towards disabled people can be seen through the media probably. Disabled rights are also portrayed in the media being actively participating in specific kinds of social norms. Media plays a vital role in portraying tropes and stereotypes which deal with disabilities (Chen 2017). Disability superpower can be analyzed in its tropes where the media plays an important role to represent it. It reflects by stating that none but fate is responsible to snatch the ability to be normal so it is gifted with the superpower that can be described to be the uniqueness of its character. Disability tropes represented different kinds of trope such as Blind weapon master, Super Wheelchair, Blind Seer and Genius Cripple. One more trope can be referred to as the ‘Single Episode Disability’ where the character on a constant basis can reflect the television series to gain a moral lesion that can be acquired by disability and rapid recovery can also be reflected. Spike Lee directed and criticized a film with the tropes of disability can be seen as Magical Negro by which the whole society gains its ideal lessons.
In the most popular culture of media conduction stereotypes can be considered as the second half of the segment. Evil or Sinister plays an evil role where a cruel side is seen. Anti-hero can be determined to those who serve disabled characters in the films as Split and Ant Man and the
Gasp. In Eternal Innocence it is represented that people who serve split personalities or serve paired personalities can be depicted as an intellectual norm that reflects its disabled criteria such as Rainman, I Am Sam, and many more. Disabled con can be recognized as the ‘disabled faker’ where the falsity of its character is reflected on the basis of his personal profit or gain (Yan 2020).
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